The perceived displacement of motion-defined contours in peripheral vision was examined in four experiments. In Experiment 1, in line with Ramachandran and Anstis' finding [Ramachandran, V. S., & Anstis, S. M. (1990) . Illusory displacement of equiluminous kinetic edges. Perception, 19,[611][612][613][614][615][616], the border between a field of drifting dots and a static dot pattern was apparently displaced in the same direction as the movement of the dots. When a uniform dark area was substituted for the static dots, a similar displacement was found, but this was smaller and statistically insignificant. In Experiment 2, the border between two fields of dots moving in opposite directions was displaced in the direction of motion of the dots in the more eccentric field, so that the location of a boundary defined by a diverging pattern is perceived as more eccentric, and that defined by a converging as less eccentric. Two explanations for this effect (that the displacement reflects a greater weight given to the more eccentric motion, or that the region containing stronger centripetal motion components expands perceptually into that containing centrifugal motion) were tested in Experiment 3, by varying the velocity of the more eccentric region. The results favoured the explanation based on the expansion of an area in centripetal motion. Experiment 4 showed that the difference in perceived location was unlikely to be due to differences in the discriminability of contours in diverging and converging patterns, and confirmed that this effect is due to a difference between centripetal and centrifugal motion rather than motion components in other directions. Our result provides new evidence for a bias towards centripetal motion in human vision, and suggests that the direction of motion-induced displacement of edges is not always in the direction of an adjacent moving pattern.
Introduction
One of the essential operations carried out by our visual system is the localization of the edges of objects and surfaces in a complex scene. In natural scenes, edges are usually defined by several visual cues, such as colour and luminance. For a moving observer, relative motion between an object and its background provides another powerful cue to the position of the object's edges. However, as first shown by Ramachandran and Anstis (1990) , relative motion can produce large errors in the perceived location of an edge.
In their study, Ramachandran and Anstis (1990) found that a kinetic contour (a virtual contour defined by unidirectional translating dots in one side and static random-dot texture of the same dot density and average luminance on the other) was displaced perceptually in the same direction as the movement of the dots, suggesting an interaction between spatial encoding and motion processing in human vision. This suggestion was supported by a study in which the static envelope of a Gabor patch was apparently displaced in the direction of the stripes drifting within it (De Valois & De Valois, 1991) , and the basic effect has been replicated in many studies using real motion or the motion aftereffect (Fu, Shen, & Dan, 2001; Fu, Shen, Gao, & Dan, 2004; Kanai, Sheth, & Shimojo, 2004; Kerzel & Jordan, 2001; Kirschfeld, 2006; Nishida & Johnston, 1999; Whitney et al., 2003; Whitney & Cavanagh, 2000; Snowden, 1998) .
The motion-defined contour in Ramachandran and Anstis's study (1990) contained only unidirectional moving dots. The question of interest in the present study concerns the perceived location of an edge defined by two patterns moving in opposite directions. When such an edge is fixated, there is no reason to suppose that it will appear spatially displaced. However, when such an edge is viewed in peripheral vision, possible anisotropies in motion processing may affect its perceived location.
There is increasing physiological as well as psychophysical evidence (Albright, 1989; Bakan & Misusawa, 1963; Ball & Sekuler, 1980; Beckers & Homberg, 1992; Graziano, Andersen, & Snowden, 1994; Kanai et al., 2004; Lewis & McBeath, 2004; Motter, Steinmetz, Duffy, & Mountcastle, 1987; Raymond, 1994; Regan, 1986; Scott, Lavender, McWhirt, & Powell, 1966; Shirai, Birtles et al., 2006; Shirai, Kanazawa, & Yamaguchi,2004 , 2006 Snowden & Milne, 1996; Takeuchi, 1997; Tanaka & Saito, 1989 ) which suggests that we may have different sensitivities to motion signals of different directions, especially for stimuli moving towards or away from the fovea. However, current results are mixed, some suggesting a centripetal bias, others a centrifugal bias.
Suppose that there is a contour defined by opponent motions in peripheral vision, so that the direction of motion signals on one side of the contour is centripetal, and on the other is centrifugal. If human vision is indeed more sensitive to one direction of motion, whether centripetal or centrifugal, that direction may be more heavily weighted and this imbalance may produce a shift in the perceived location of the edge.
We investigated this idea in four experiments. The aim of Experiment 1 was to replicate Ramachandran and Anstis' findings, but with some differences to the displays which meant that we could compare the results directly with those from our opponent motion stimuli. Experiment 2 demonstrates that the location of peripherally viewed opponent motion-defined contours is indeed misperceived, and Experiment 3 attempts to decide between two possible explanations for this perceptual error. Experiment 4 demonstrates that the discrimination thresholds for localization are similar for converging and diverging motion, and provides direct evidence that this perceived displacement is indeed induced by differences between centrifugal and centripetal motion rather than motion components in other directions.
Experiment 1: Contours defined by a unidirectional moving pattern and a static surface

Introduction
There were two conditions in this experiment. In Condition 1, the space-averaged luminance on one side of the border was different from that on the other. In Condition 2, the kinetic contours were defined only by unidirectional motion and not by any additional difference in luminous energy. From Ramachandran and Anstis' results, we expect a significant perceived displacement of the kinetic contours in Condition 2, whereas in Condition 1 the perceived displacement should be greatly reduced or even disappear.
In Ramachandran and Anstis' stimuli the predominant pattern was static texture covering a much larger area than that of the moving pattern, and the moving dot pattern was perceived as belonging either to the floating foreground or to the occluded background behind the static texture. Our display could not be easily segregated into foreground and background. Instead, our static and moving patterns had the same height, and were presented side by side and superimposed on the dark background. Thus, the apparent depth difference between static and moving parts of the pattern was eliminated in our study, as reported by our observers. One of our aims was to see if the same apparent contour displacement could be obtained in these conditions. The other was to establish the existence and size of the effects in peripheral vision.
Methods
Participants
A total of eight observers, (six females), aged from 26 to 35, took part in Experiment 1. One of them was the first author ZF. The others were psychology postgraduates, all naïve to the aim of this research, and were paid for their participation. All observers had normal or corrected to normal vision, with no history of visual disorders. This and subsequently reported experiments had been approved by the University of Reading Research Ethics Committee, and observers gave their informed consent to participate.
Apparatus
The participant was seated in a room which was dark except for the display. All stimuli were generated and controlled by custom software written in C++, and were displayed on an AOC F1770 colour monitor, driven by a S3 ProSavage DDR Graphics adapter in a Pentium 4 host computer. The monitor was surrounded with black card, cut away to leave a display area 31.5 deg wide Â 23.6 deg high. Observers' responses were recorded via a keyboard connected to the PC. The viewing distance between the centre of the screen and the mid point of the observer's eyes was 57 cm. The position of the observer's head was held constant by a chin rest.
2.2.3. Stimuli 2.2.3.1. Condition 1. The screen area within which stimuli were presented was a rectangle subtending 18 deg wide Â 13.8 deg high, surrounded by a black area of screen with a luminance of < 1 cd/ m 2 . The stimuli were random-dot kinematograms in which the horizontal dot trajectories defined two global moving patterns, one moving to the left, the other to the right, each occupying either the upper or the lower screen position (allocated randomly on successive presentations within a run to avoid selective adaptation to a particular direction of motion) within the presentation area (see Fig. 1 , upper left panel). In Condition 1, the upper and lower moving patterns were presented within a window 11.6 deg wide -5.3 deg high. Note that the static dots shown on the right of the upper left panel were not present in Condition 1. The luminance of the background in the rectangular presentation area and that of the dots were 3.75 and 80 cd/m 2 , respectively (measured with a Minolta CS-100 Chromameter photometer). The dots were square (sides 0.15 deg) and moved at a constant velocity of 10 deg/s. Each dot pattern consisted of 8 frames with no inter-frame interval. The duration of each frame was 25 ms, resulting in a total duration of 200 ms. The average dot density of each pattern was 0.42 dots/ deg 2 . Each movie sequence was generated off-line and stored in memory to be displayed at the appropriate time. A conventional wrap-around scheme was used, so that dots moving out of the display aperture were recreated on the other side of the translating pattern. The fixation point fell in the centre of the presentation area, so that both motion-defined contours appeared in the right visual hemifield. The horizontal distance between the fixation point and the left border of both moving patterns remained constant at 9 deg. The top and bottom borders of each pattern were separated vertically by 1.6 deg and 6.9 deg, respectively from the fixation point, so that the vertical distance between the bottom of the upper pattern and the top of the lower pattern was always 3.2 deg. A demonstration of some of the effects reported in this study may be found at http://www.rdg.ac.uk/~sxr06xc/fz/.
2.2.3.2. Condition 2. In Condition 2, the stimuli were the same as in Condition 1, with the following exceptions: additional stationary dots (with the same colour, size, luminance, and average dot density) were added on the right side of the kinetic contour of both the leftwards and the rightwards moving patterns (see Fig. 1 , upper left panel). Each static texture occupied a rectangular area 6.4 deg wide Â 5.3 deg high.
2.2.4. Design 2.2.4.1. Condition 1. A two-factor within-participants design was used in Condition 1 with a method of constant stimuli. One factor was target contour type, i.e. the contour was defined by either rightwards or leftwards motion. The target contour appeared in either the upper or lower right quadrant of the visual field in counterbalanced order, with the reference contour in the other quadrant. The horizontal distance between the fixation point and the target contour was always 2.6 deg, and that between the fixation point and the midpoint of the target contour was always 5 deg.
These values did not change between trials. The other factor was the physical offset between the reference contour and the target contour, which could take one of nine possible values, 0 deg, ±0.15 deg, ±0.30 deg, ±0.60 deg, and ±0.90 deg to the left or right of the target contour. In total, there were 18 conditions, formed by combining the factors of contour offset angle (9 levels) and target contour type (2 levels). Each condition was repeated 16 times, resulting in a total of 288 trials in each experimental session. The experimental session was divided into 9 sub-sessions with a rest period of 1 min between them. The whole experimental session took about 30 min.
Condition 2.
The design was the same as in Condition 1 with one exception: the contour offset angle varied among nine possible values, 0 deg, ±0.25 deg, ±0.50 deg, ±1.00 deg, and ±2.00 deg. The range of the values used here was different from that in Condition 1 due to the increase in the general difficulty of the task.
Procedure
Viewing was binocular through natural pupils. The observer initiated the experiment by pressing a key. A red fixation point (radius 0.5 deg) appeared in the centre of the screen for most of the trial duration. Observers were instructed to fixate that point throughout the experiment. At the beginning of each trial, a yellow cueing arrow pointing to the right was presented for 500 ms in the same location as the red fixation point, to act as a warning signal, and was then replaced by the red fixation point. After a 300 ms blank interval, the two moving patterns were displayed, with the last frame remaining static on the screen. The observers' task was to discriminate which motion-defined contour, in the upper or lower pattern, seemed closer to the red fixation point along the horizontal dimension. The observer's response cleared the screen (including the fixation point), and elicited the next trial after an inter-trial interval of 1.5 s. Before the formal test, observers were given a set of 20 practice trials with feedback. In the formal experiments, no feedback was provided.
Results
Condition 1
To estimate the perceived displacement between contours defined by leftwards and rightwards motion, a cumulative normal psychometric function was fitted to the raw data of each observer, and the 50% points (PSEs) obtained for the target contours defined by both types of motion. Since the physical position of the target contour was always fixed, the PSE for the target contour defined by leftwards movement represents how much shift is needed for the reference contour defined by rightwards movement to null the perceived displacement between target and reference contours when they are actually in the same physical position. Similarity, the PSE for the target contour defined by rightwards movement represents how much shift a contour defined by leftwards movement needs in order to nullify the perceived displacement. We take the mean of the differences between these PSEs as the measure of perceived displacement between contours defined by leftwards and rightwards movement. Negative values mean that the contour defined by leftwards movement is perceived as closer to the fixation point than that of the contour defined by rightwards movement, i.e. a direction consistent with that of the dots, while positive values mean that the contour defined by rightwards movement seems closer than that defined by leftwards movement, i.e. a direction opposite to the that of the dots. The upper panel of Fig. 2 illustrates each observer's perceived contour displacement. Most observers showed a perceived displacement in the same direction as that of the movement of the dots. In Fig. 3 the black bar shows the overall mean of the perceived displacement in Condition 1, which was À0.15 deg (SE = 0.08 deg) corresponding to a shift in the direction of the dots. It seems there is a trend for the contour defined by rightwards movement to appear further away from the fixation point than the contour defined by leftwards movement. However, a t-test showed that this trend was not significant, (t(7) = À1.895, p = .10).
Condition 2
As in Condition 1, a psychometric function was fitted to the raw data of each individual observer to estimate the perceived displacement between the contours defined by movement towards or away from a field of stationary dots. As before, this was taken to be the mean of the two estimates of the difference between the PSEs. The middle panel of Fig. 2 illustrates each observer's perceived displacement. Seven out of eight observers showed a perceived displacement in the direction of movement of the dots. In Fig. 3 , the light grey bar shows the overall mean perceived displacement in Condition 2, which was 0.24 deg (SE = 0.07 deg). It seems that a contour defined by rightwards movement appeared further away from the fixation point than a contour defined by leftwards movement. A one-sample t-test showed that this perceived displacement was significantly different from zero (t(7) = À3.352, p < .013).
Discussion
In line with Ramachandran and Anstis's finding (1990) , no significant position displacement was found in Condition 1 when the kinetic contour was defined by both unidirectional motion and an average luminance difference. However, when the luminance difference was removed in Condition 2 by adding a static random-dot texture on the far side of the contour, we found a mean perceived contour displacement (0.24 deg; SE = 0.07 deg) in the direction of the drifting dots (see Fig. 1 , lower left panel and Fig. 3 ). Thus we found a similar pattern of results to that of Ramachandran and Anstis (1990) , despite the differences between our studies.
In Ramachandran and Anstis's study, the area of the stationary dot pattern was large (6 deg Â 6 deg) compared with the area of the moving dot pattern (1.5 deg Â 1.5 deg). However, in our display, the area of the moving dot pattern was larger (11.6 deg Â 5.3 deg) than that of the static dot pattern (6.4 deg Â 5.3 deg). We found a perceived displacement of 0.24 deg, whereas it was 0.43 deg in Ramachandran and Anstis's study. Combining these two results, it seems that whether the larger pattern is composed of stationary dots or drifting dots does not affect the occurrence of perceived contour displacement but may partly influence its magnitude. Other possible variables that may contribute to the difference in the size of the effects in two studies include dot density and speed and the retinal eccentricity of the contour.
Ramachandran and Anstis (1990) used a display which was segregated perceptually into foreground and background. In their study, the moving dot texture enclosed by the kinetic contour was perceived as belonging either to the foreground figure or the background. However, in our study, although our observers reported that the moving and static dot patterns were perceived as in the same depth plane, we still found significant perceived contour displacement. Thus the perceived positional displacement of a kinetic contour defined by regions with the same luminous energy appears to be a low-level phenomenon which can be independent of mid-level perceptual processing, such as figure-ground segmentation.
Recent studies have also suggested why adding static texture to the far side of the contour can increase its displacement. For example, in a study of stopped motion (in which observers judge the vertical alignment of two patterns moving horizontally in opposite directions at the moment when both patterns stop in veridical alignment), Fu and colleagues found that perceived extrapolation of the trajectory of a now static target only occurs for a blurred target, e.g. moving Gaussian blobs, but not for sharp-edged targets, e.g. a moving target with a square-wave luminance profile (Fu et al., 2001 ). Kanai and colleagues (2004) extended this idea and found that spatial blurring was only one instance of a more general concept, which they called 'spatial uncertainty'. Several experimental manipulations, such as increasing stimulus eccentricity, increasing the separation between target and reference, increasing spatial crowding, and reducing the contrast of the moving target, could increase the perceived shift (Kanai et al., 2004) . A similar effect was found for a moving grating inside a Gabor patch (De Valois & De Valois, 1991; Whitney et al., 2003) since the contour of Gabor patch is spatially blurred. Thus, it seems that the manipulation of adding a static dot texture of the same luminous energy as that of the moving dots to the far side of the kinetic contour had a similar effect on the perceived spatial shift to the increase in spatial blurring and other manipulations (De Valois & De Valois, 1991; Fu et al., 2001; Kanai et al., 2004; Kirschfeld, 2006; Whitney et al., 2003) . Adding the dot texture removes the cue to edge position provided by the difference in luminous energy between the dots and the background in Condition 1.
Experiment 2: Contours defined by motion in opposite directions
Introduction
The stimulus patterns in Experiment 1 contained dots moving in only one direction. In Experiment 2 we use two dot patterns moving in opposite directions to define the kinetic contour, and ask whether, with peripheral viewing, there is perceived displacement of the contour. This might arise because of some anisotropy in motion sensitivity. For example, the direction of motion of dots falling on retinal regions closer to the fovea might be given more weight in processing than those stimulating more eccentric regions. Another possibility is that dots in predominantly centripetal motion might be given more weight than those in predominantly centrifugal motion (or vice versa).
Methods
Participants
Eight observers (six female), aged from 26 to 35, drawn from the same population as before, took part in the experiment, and were paid for their participation.
Apparatus and stimuli
Apparatus and stimuli were the same as in Experiment 1 with the following exceptions: the virtual contours in this experiment were defined by opponent motions, i.e. two patterns moving in opposite directions (see Fig. 1 , upper right panel), so that one contour was produced by dots in converging motion, the other by dots in diverging motion. The dot patterns on the left sides of the contours (width 11.6 deg, compared with a width of 6.4 deg for the pattern on the right sides of the contours) extended past the fixation point into the left visual field, to reduce the possibility of their left-hand edges being used as a cue to the positions of the kinetic contours in the right visual field. We use the term 'near half-pattern' to refer that part of the stimulus which is closer to the fixation point than the contour and 'far half-pattern' to refer that part of stimulus which is further away from the fixation point than the contour. Thus, the direction of contour displacement in the direction of the drifting dots in Experiment 1 is equivalent to the displacement in the direction of the movement of the dots in the near half-pattern in this experiment.
Design and procedure
The design and procedure were the same as in Experiment 1.
Results
The data for contours defined by each type of motion (diverging and converging) were first collapsed across the upper and lower display positions. As in Experiment 1, a psychometric function was fitted to the raw data of each individual observer to estimate the perceived displacement between the contours defined by the diverging pattern and the converging pattern (as before, taken to be the mean of the two measures of the distance between the PSEs). The lower panel of Fig. 2 illustrates each observer's perceived contour displacement. There are individual differences in the size of the effect, whose origins are not clear to us. Because the kinetic contour varied in retinal eccentricity along its length, it is possible that the perceived spatial displacement varied along its length, and that different observers adopted different points on the upper and lower contours to make their comparisons. However, this assumes that some observers did not take the apparently easiest option of comparing the near ends of the upper and lower contours. Whatever the reason for the individual differences, all observers showed a clear perceived displacement in the same direction as the movement of the dots in the far half-pattern. In Fig. 3 , the heavy grey bar shows the overall mean perceived displacement in Experiment 2, which was 0.46 deg (SE = 0.10 deg) in the direction opposite to that of the contour displacement of Experiment 1. Thus a peripherally viewed diverging pattern-defined contour appears to be further away from the fixation point than a converging pattern-defined contour. A one-sample t-test showed that this perceived displacement was significantly different from zero (t(7) = 4.574, p < .004).
Discussion
In Experiment 1 we found a perceived contour displacement (0.24 deg; SE = 0.07 deg) whose direction was the same as that of the moving dots within the near half-pattern. However, in Experiment 2, when the dots in the far half-pattern translated in the direction opposite to that of the movement of the dots in the near half-pattern, we found a new type of perceived position displacement in the opposite direction. That is, the perceived position of the kinetic contour shifted, but in the direction of the movement of the dots in the far half-pattern (0.46 deg; SE = 0.10 deg). In other words, the virtual contour defined by a converging pattern was perceived as closer to the fixation point than the virtual contour defined by a diverging pattern (see Fig. 1 , lower right panel and Fig. 3 ).
This reversal of direction of perceived contour displacement suggests that a mechanism different from that which explains the results of Experiment 1 (and other results in the literature) needs to be introduced in order to explain the results of Experiment 2. In comparing these two experiments, it seems that the effect of this mechanism is strong enough to over-rule the displacement effect of the direction of motion of the dots in the near half-pattern found in Experiment 1. One possibility is that, for some reason, the motion of dots in the far, more eccentric, half-pattern is given greater weight in processing. Another is that the absolute direction of motion of the dots is important, whatever their location in the visual field. The directions of motion in the displays used in Experiments 1 and 2 are lateral, towards or away from the midline of the display. However, the directions in which the dots in the right visual field move have centripetal and centrifugal components. Thus, the direction inversion effect found in Experiment 2 could be due to an anisotropy of sensitivities to different directions of motion, namely, the greater sensitivity to centripetal global motion in human peripheral vision, demonstrated for laterally translating patterns by Raymond (1994) .
Raymond presented small, brief (105 ms) patterns of randomly positioned dots in global leftwards or rightwards motion, on the horizontal meridian to each eye of six observers. She found small but significant differences (about 0.1 log units) in sensitivity in favour of centripetal motion at eccentricities between 4.0 deg and 12.5 deg. However, such a bias was not apparent when participants were asked to fixate the translating stimulus patterns.
In our Experiment 2, the near half of the diverging pattern and the far half of the converging pattern were dots in leftward motion towards the midline of the display, since the fixation point was to the left of the motion-defined contours. At the same time, the dots in the far half of the diverging pattern, and those in the near half of the converging pattern moved rightwards towards the midline. The dots close to the horizontal midline of the display have strong centripetal or centrifugal components. Since human vision is more sensitive to centripetal motion signals in peripheral viewing, the near half of the diverging pattern and the far half of the converging may carry more weight in visual processing. We suggest that the resulting imbalance of the weights given to centripetal and centrifugal motion may cause a displacement of the perceived positions of the motion-defined contours along the horizontal dimension. Note that this suggested perceptual displacement is independent of the direction of movement of the dots: it is as though the region occupied by centripetal motion is perceptually expanded, even at its trailing edge, so that the displacement can be in the direction opposite to that of the drifting dots.
Results from other published studies provide direct support for our hypothesis. Dyre and Andersen (1997) measured heading discrimination in an expanding flow field, varying the relative velocities of the elements in the left and right halves of the field. Three ratios of velocity in the left and right hemifields (3:1; 1:1; 1:3) were used. In the 1:3 velocity ratio condition, perceived heading tended towards the left of the reference target bar, whereas in the 3:1 condition the opposite result was found. Thus perceived heading shifted toward the half-field with lower velocity. We suggest that this shift of perceived heading in an optic flow field is similar to the displacement of motion-defined contours which we found with a translating stimulus. In other words, one way of changing perceptual weights may be to vary velocity. The prediction from our explanation, namely a perceptual expansion of the region of the display with a stronger motion signal, is exactly consistent with Dyre and Andersen's results, though in our experiments it is a natural anisotropy of directional sensitivity which produces an imbalance in weights (and so a displacement), not a difference in external velocities. The idea that it may be a difference between centrifugal and centripetal motion which underlies these perceived displacements is tested more directly in Experiment 4.
Experiment 3: Effects of varying relative dot velocities
Introduction
As noted above, we have two distinct hypotheses to explain the direction of the perceived contour displacement found in Experiment 2. One is that a region with a stronger centripetal component expands perceptually into a region with a weaker centrifugal component. The other is that the contour is displaced in the direction of motion of the dots in the far (more eccentric) half-pattern. This latter hypothesis is parsimonious in relating direction of contour displacement to dot direction, as in other studies of the effect, even if the idea that more rather than less eccentric retinal regions are given greater weight in processing seems counter-intuitive. In an attempt to decide between these hypotheses, we carried out a further experiment in which the ratio of dot velocities in the two halves of the diverging pattern was systematically manipulated, using a display like that in Experiment 2. Two hypothetical patterns of results are shown in Fig. 4 (left panel). Our rationale for them is as follows: if the ratio of velocities in the far and the near halves of the diverging pattern is 1:1 (point P2 in the left panel of Fig. 4) , we expect to find a perceived edge displacement in the direction of the movement of the dots in the far half-pattern, as in Experiment 2. If the more eccentric region is given greater weight (Hypothesis 1), we expect perceived contour displacement to increase with velocity ratio, since on this hypothesis the direction of the contour displacement is solely determined by the direction of movement of the dots in the far half-pattern. By increasing dot speed, we expect to increase perceived contour shift, in the same direction as that produced by the 1:1 speed ratio (point P2). By the same reasoning, the size of the contour displacement should decrease gradually with the decrease of speed ratios below 1:1. Thus, if the first hypothesis is correct, a positive monotonic relationship (perhaps linear, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , left panel) between perceived contour displacement and speed ratio should be found.
On the centripetal bias hypothesis (Hypothesis 2), the contour displacement in Experiment 2 was induced by a perceptual expan- sion of the more centripetal half-pattern into the region occupied by the more centrifugal half-pattern, perhaps in a similar way to the heading shift in an optic flow field, demonstrated through variations in relative velocity by Dyre and Andersen (1997) . On that account, as the velocity of the far half-pattern is increased (from a ratio of 1:1, point P2), so the contour should shift perceptually towards the fixation point, that is, in the opposite direction to that predicted by Hypothesis 1. When the speed ratio reduces from 1:1, say to 0.8:1, our prediction is that the perceived location of the contour in the diverging pattern will shift further away from the fixation point, since the lower velocity of the dots in the far half-pattern will produce lower weights. However, the shift cannot increase indefinitely, because when the speed ratio is 0:1 (point P1 in Fig. 4 , left panel), the expected shift is smaller than in the 1:1 condition (as in Experiment 1, Condition 2). Thus we expect the maximum shift of perceived location of the contour to occur at a speed ratio somewhere between 1:1 and 0.1. The general predictions from Hypothesis 2 are shown by the quadratic curve in Fig. 4 (left panel).
Methods
Participants
Twelve observers drawn from the same population as before, (11 female), aged from 22 to 34, took part in the experiment, and were paid for their participation.
Apparatus and stimuli
Apparatus and stimuli were the same as in Experiment 2 with the following exceptions: both dot density (21 dots/deg 2 ) and eccentricity of the motion-defined contour (5.3 deg) were increased. These parameters were adopted because we found in pilot work that they gave the clearest effects. To make sure that these changes did not affect the basic pattern of perceived contour displacements found in Experiment 2, four observers carried out a control study before the formal experiment. In this control test, the speed ratio was 1:1 and data were collected with exactly same method as Experiment 2. A perceived contour displacement (Mean = 0.31 deg; SE = 0.06 deg) in the same direction as that of Experiment 2, and significantly larger than zero (t = 4.848, df = 3, p < .02) was found. Thus, the basic effect in Experiment 2 was replicated with the changed stimulus parameters in Experiment 3.
The displays in this experiment were produced with MATLAB (Mathworks Inc.) and Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) . In total, each stimulus presentation contained 12 frames of dot pattern with no inter-frame interval, resulting in a total duration of 200 ms at the monitor refresh rate of 60 Hz. The speed of the dots in the converging pattern and in the near half-pattern of the diverging stimulus were kept constant (11.3 deg/s), while the speed of the dots in the far half of the diverging pattern varied between six possible values (0 deg/s, 1.88 deg/s, 5.65 deg/s, 11.3 deg/ s, 22.6 deg/s, 33.9 deg/s). Thus the speed ratios corresponding to the velocity differences between the far and the near halves of the diverging pattern were 0:1, 0.17:1, 0.5:1, 1:1, 2:1, and 3:1, respectively.
Design
A three-factor within-participants design was used in this experiment. The first factor was the speed ratio between the far and the near half-patterns of the diverging stimulus, and had 6 levels, 0:1, 0.17:1, 0.5:1, 1:1, 2:1, and 3:1. The second factor was the location of the diverging pattern, either the top right quadrant or the bottom right quadrant of the display. Thus, the corresponding location of the converging pattern was the bottom right or the top right quadrant, respectively. The contour in the diverging pattern was always 5.3 deg from the fixation point, while the distance between the contour in the converging pattern and the fixation point was varied in a one down/one up staircase procedure. The direction of a staircase was the third factor which had two conditions. In the 'Nearer to' condition, a staircase began with the contour in the converging pattern nearer to the fixation point (between the contour in the diverging pattern and fixation). In the 'Further away' condition, a staircase began with the contour in the converging pattern further away from both the fixation point and the contour in the diverging pattern. Thus, in total, each experimental session contained 24 (2 * 2 * 6) different staircases, obtained by combining the two directions of staircase, the two initial locations of the contour in the diverging pattern, and the six speed ratios. The observer's task was identical to that in Experiment 2. Since we used a one down/one up procedure, the staircases actually measure how much physical offset is needed for a contour in the converging pattern to null the perceived spatial displacement between it and a contour in the diverging pattern when they are actually in the same physical position. The staircases started with a distance of 2.0 deg between the two contours. Six reversals were measured, with the threshold being taken as the mean of the six reversal points. The initial step size of 0.24 deg was halved after each of the first three reversals, leaving a step size of 0.03 deg for the last three reversals. Trials on a particular staircase were randomly interleaved with trials on the other 23 staircases. The procedure was same as in Experiment 2.
Results
The data are shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 4 , together with the best fitting quadratic curve. The analyses determined the statistical significance of the differences between data points, and the quality of the quadratic fit.
The effect of location
An initial three-way ANOVA (Speed ratio Â Location Â Direction), showed, as expected, no significant main effect of stimulus location (F(1, 11) = 2.2881, p = .16). Also, no significant interaction between location and other two factors was found, so the effects of location are ignored in what follows.
Main effects of staircase direction and speed ratio
The main effect of staircase direction (F(1, 11) = 20.931, p < .002) was significant, showing that the average perceived contour shift for the 'Further away' staircases was significantly larger than that for the 'Near to' staircases. This reflects the uncertainty in the perceived position of the contour in the diverging pattern. There were no significant interactions between staircase direction and the other variables, and so the data were collapsed across staircase direction in analyses of the effects of speed ratio. As the graph in Fig. 4 , right panel, suggests, the main effect of speed ratio (F(5, 55) = 4.444, p < .003) was highly significant.
Planned comparisons between speed ratios
Since we were particularly interested in whether and how perceived contour displacement is affected by changing speed ratio from 1:1, we carried out planned comparisons using the 1:1 speed ratio as a reference. These comparisons suggested that speed ratios of 0:1 (F(1, 11) = 9.148, p < .013), of 2:1 (F(1, 11) = 7.426, p < .03) and of 3:1 (F(1, 11) = 10.503, p < .009) all produced significantly smaller perceived contour shifts than did the speed ratio of 1:1. However, there were no significant differences between the 1:1 ratio and ratios of 0.17:1 (F(1, 11) = 0.264, p = .617) and of 0.5:1 (F(1, 11) = 1.755, p = .212). Another set of planned comparisons with the 3:1 ratio as reference showed that the perceived contour shifts found for speed ratios of 0.17:1 (F(1, 11) = 5.665, p < .037), of 0.5:1 (F(1, 11) = 6.526, p < .028) and of 1:1 (F(1, 11) = 10.503, p < .009) were all significantly larger than that of the 3:1 ratio. However, no significant difference was found between it and the 0:1 (F(1, 11) = 0.848, p = .377) and the 2:1 ratios (F(1, 11) = 2.377, p = .151). Polynomial contrasts also suggested that there was a significant quadratic relationship between perceived contour displacement and speed ratio (F(1, 11) = 13.418, p < .005), but the linear trend was insignificant (F(1, 11) = 1.652, p = .225).
Regression of perceived contour displacement on speed ratio
Since the polynomial contrasts suggested a quadratic rather than linear relationship between perceived contour displacement and speed ratio, we fitted a quadratic function to the observed data (see Fig. 4 . right panel). The quadratic model was a significantly good fit to the data (F(2, 69) = 4.375, p < .017, R 2 = .113). The coefficients of the quadratic function were as follows: constant = 0.139 (t = 2.084; p < .05); linear = 0.175 (t = 1.299; p = .198), and quadratic = À0.086 (t = À1.944; p = .056).
Discussion
In Experiment 3, we derived different predictions from two hypotheses for the perceived contour displacement found in Experiment 2. The negative quadratic relationship between speed ratio and contour displacement is consistent with the prediction of our explanation based on anisotropic sensitivity to motion. This suggested that the perceived spatial location of a kinetic contour defined by opponent motions will be 'pushed' toward the half-pattern which contains 'weaker' motion signals. When physical velocities are equal, we assume that the weaker signals come from the more centrifugal half-pattern, but this relationship can be reversed by varying physical velocity. We did not find the positive relationship between perceived contour displacement and speed ratio predicted by the alternative hypothesis, that the more eccentric halfpattern is given greater weight in motion processing.
In addition, the prediction based on the first hypothesis, that the smallest perceived contour displacement should be found for a speed ratio of 0:1 (point P1 in Fig. 4, left panel) is not supported. Rather, it seems from our result that the minimum perceived displacement occurs for the speed ratio of 3:1 (À0.08 deg), which is significantly different from the maximum found for the speed ratio of 1:1 (0.28 deg). The mean for the speed ratio of 0:1 (0.04 deg) lies between these two conditions. The prediction from the second hypothesis that the largest perceived contour displacement should occur between speed ratios of 0:1 and 1:1 is not supported, but this may simply reflect noise in the data.
One potential complication in the interpretation of this experiment is the evidence that the perceived velocity of more peripheral stimuli may be reduced (e.g. Johnston & Wright, 1986) . However, two considerations suggest that this is unlikely to be an important factor in the results of Experiment 3. The first is that the local velocities on either side of the kinetic contour are not likely to differ much, simply because their eccentricities do not differ much. The second is that large differences in perceived velocity only occur with large differences in eccentricity and at low velocities. For example, Tynan and Sekuler (1982) , who compared the perceived velocities of drifting dot patterns viewed with the fovea and at a range of peripheral eccentricities, found that the apparent speed of a 1 deg/s dot pattern at 30 deg eccentricity was only 40% of a similar dot pattern viewed foveally. However, for the highest velocity used (16 deg/s), the reduction in apparent velocity at 30 deg eccentricity was <10%. At the second highest velocity (4 deg/s), the reduction at 15 deg eccentricity was about 25%. The eccentricity of the most eccentric parts of our display was about 11 deg, and our dot velocity was 10 deg/s. We conclude that perceived velocities at different positions in our stimuli are not likely to differ greatly from their physical velocities.
Experiment 4: Centrifugal vs. centripetal motion
Introduction
Although the results of Experiment 3 appear to rule out the idea that perceived displacement is always in the direction of the more peripheral area of dots, they do not provide strong support for an explanation based on differences between centripetal and centrifugal motion components. Because of the nature of the display (one strip of translating dots above, the other below the fixation point), there are no dots in pure centrifugal or centripetal motion, but rather a range of directions of motion relative to the fixation point. In her demonstration of differences in sensitivity to dots in centripetal and centrifugal motion, Raymond (1994) presented at various eccentricities regions of translating dots centred on an imaginary horizontal line running through the fixation point. The regions were square, with sides of 2.5 deg. In the present experiment, we try to maximize the centrifugal/centripetal motion components, and minimize motion components in other directions by presenting a single strip of translating dots whose height is 2.5 deg.
Experiment 2 demonstrated a perceived displacement of the kinetic contours produced by diverging and converging dot fields, based on the difference in their PSEs. Another possible explanation for the results of Experiment 2 is that the perceived contour displacement between diverging and converging dot patterns was due to differences in sensitivity to or discriminability of the stimulus patterns. For instance, it might be that observers were more sensitive to one pattern than to the other, due to differences in the randomness in their neural representations, their ability to grab attention or in their perceived contrast reduction. However, since we used a relative reference in Experiment 2 (the reference for each diverging stimulus was a converging stimulus, and vice versa), we cannot directly compare the sensitivity to or discriminability differences between diverging and converging patterns. In order to examine the possible explanations mentioned above, in Experiment 4 we used an absolute reference (luminance-defined bars) so that we could measure differences in the size of the shifts of perceived location of kinetic contours in diverging and converging patterns, and also in the thresholds for detecting these.
Methods
Participants
Twenty one observers (12 female), aged from 20 to 40 took part in the experiment, and were paid for their participation. The number of observers was increased from that in previous experiments to increase the probability of finding differences in discrimination thresholds, if these existed.
Apparatus and stimuli
Apparatus and stimuli were the same as in Experiment 2, with the following exceptions: The single diverging (or converging) pattern during each trial had a height of 2.5 deg and a width of 9.6 deg with an average dot density of 21 dots/deg 2 (as in Experiment 3), and was centred vertically on the imaginary horizontal line passing through the fixation point (see Fig. 5 ). The pattern was always presented to the right of the fixation point, with its near end at a distance of 0.5 deg. In the last stimulus frame, two stationary collinear vertical yellow bars (1.25 deg long, 0.05 deg wide) appeared, one above, and one below, with their nearer ends just touching the dot pattern.
Design
A three-factor within-participants design was used in this experiment with a method of constant stimuli. One factor was target pattern type, i.e. either a diverging or a converging pattern. The second factor was the location of the motion-defined boundary: within each pattern, a vertical motion-defined contour appeared at a horizontal distance of either 2.6 deg or 5.3 deg from the fixation point. The third factor was the physical offset between the stationary reference bars and the motion-defined contour, which was taken from one of nine possible values, i.e. 0 deg, ±0.25 deg, ±0.50 deg, ±1.0 deg, and ±2.0 deg to the left or right of the motion-defined contour. Other aspects of the design were the same as in Experiment 1, including the number of presentations of each stimulus (16).
Procedure
The observers' task was to discriminate on which side of the two horizontally aligned yellow bar, left or right, the motion-defined contour was located by pressing one of the two response keys.
Results
Perceived contour displacement
A psychometric function was fitted by to the raw data of each observer and the 50% points (PSEs) obtained for the location of the contour in the diverging and that in the converging pattern, separately for each of the two eccentricities of the motion-defined contour. Since the physical positions of the target contours were always fixed, each PSE represents how much shift of the reference bar is needed to null the perceived displacement of the contours when they are actually aligned. The difference between the PSEs is a measure of the perceived displacement between the contours defined by the two types of dot pattern. A negative value means that the contour defined by divergence is perceived as closer to the fixation point than that defined by convergence, while a positive value means that the contour defined by convergence seems closer than that defined by divergence.
In Fig. 3 , the histogram bars filled with diagonal lines show the overall means and SEs of perceived displacements in Experiment 4, which were 0.16 deg (SE = 0.04 deg) for 2.6 deg eccentricity (bar with sparse stripes) and 0.17 deg (SE = 0.08 deg) for 5.3 deg eccentricity (bar with dense stripes). Thus a contour in the expanding pattern appeared to be further away from the fixation point than one from the contracting pattern, at eccentricities of both 2.6 deg and 5.3 deg. One-sample t-tests showed that both perceived displacements were significantly different from zero (t(20) = 4.044, p < .002 for the 2.6 deg eccentricity and (t(20) = 2.226, p < .04 for the 5.3 deg eccentricity).
Discrimination thresholds
Since a stationary reference was used in this experiment, the discrimination thresholds for contours in diverging and converging patterns can be estimated after fitting a psychometric function to the raw data of each observer for each target contour. The discrimination threshold is taken to be half the difference between the offset angles corresponding to the 25% and 75% points on the fitted psychometric function. For both eccentricities, we found no significant differences between the discrimination thresholds for the two types of target contours. For the 2.6 deg eccentricity, the mean discrimination thresholds across all observers were 0.383 deg (SE = 0.037 deg) for the contour defined by expansion and 0.384 deg (SE = 0.030 deg) for that defined by contraction, a difference which was not significant (t(20) = À0.36, p > .97). For the 5.3 deg eccentricity, the mean discrimination thresholds across all observers were 0.522 deg (SE = 0.031 deg) for the contour defined by expansion and 0.588 deg (SE = 0.054 deg) for that defined by contraction, a difference which was also not significant (t(20) = À1.333, p > .19).
Discussion
Experiment 4, in which an absolute reference was provided, found that the perceived position of the kinetic contour shifted in the same direction as in Experiment 2, which measured only relative shifts, in that we still found a contour displacement consistent with a perceived expansion of the centripetal half-pattern for both eccentricities of the motion-defined contour. This result demonstrates that the direction of perceived displacement of a motion-defined contour is robust even when we use an absolute reference (a stationary landmark). Because the directions of motion of the dots in Experiment 4 were more tightly constrained to be at or close to centripetal and centrifugal motion (a range identical to that used by Raymond in her demonstration of greater sensitivity to centripetal motion), we can assert more confidently that the greater weight assigned to centripetal motion underlies the perceived contour displacements in peripheral vision which we have found.
It is noteworthy that the magnitude of the perceived contour displacement was greatly decreased with an absolute reference (0.16-0.17 deg compared with 0.46 deg in Experiment 2). In Experiment 4, the stationary reference bars had a clear luminance-defined contour, unlike the reference in Experiment 2, which was a virtual contour defined by two patterns of equal luminous energy moving in opposite directions. Thus it is likely that the motion-defined reference in Experiment 2 introduced more spatial uncertainty into the task. Previous work by others suggests that it is relatively difficult to induce spatial displacement of a sharp luminance-defined contour (Fu et al., 2001; Ramachandran & Anstis, 1990; Whitney et al., 2003) . This idea is directly supported by a recent psychophysical study (Burr, McKee, & Morrone, 2006) which measured spatial resolution in two tasks involving motion-defined contours. Their results suggested that kinetic contours are less precisely encoded than are luminance-defined contours, especially for contour localization tasks.
More importantly, in the present context, there was no significant difference in Experiment 4 between discrimination thresholds for the position of contours defined by diverging pattern and by converging pattern. This appears to rule out the possibility that the perceived displacement of kinetic contours defined by convergence and divergence was somehow due to differential sensitivity to or discriminability of the kinetic edges defined by these patterns. Previous work on sensitivity to directions of motion appears only partly relevant to this question. As noted earlier, Raymond (1994) found that coherence thresholds for peripherally viewed translating fields of dots in the frontoparallel plane were lower for centripetal than for centrifugal translation. Edwards and Badcock (1993) also found lower coherence thresholds for radially contracting than for expanding 12 deg diameter circular fields of dots, a difference which became smaller or disappeared when the dots were presented more eccentrically within a large annulus (inner diameter 16 deg, outer diameter 24 deg). However, the centre of expansion in their studies was always the fixation point, rather than in the periphery, as in our experiments, and their dots moved in depth, not in the frontoparallel plane, as did ours. Badcock and Edwards compared sensitivity to motion in depth with sensitivity to translating frontoparallel motion, but with fixation in the centre of the translating dot field, so producing equal mounts of centrifugal and centripetal motion. At the eccentricity of our kinetic contours, evidence from both the Raymond and the Edwards and Badcock study suggests a greater sensitivity to centripetal motion. However, because kinetic edges away from the fovea in both converging and diverging patterns are defined equally by centrifugal and centripetal motion in our study, it is perhaps not surprising that their localization sensitivities should be similar.
Previous results by others suggest that the contrast reduction of the trailing edge of a Gabor patch of moving grating is larger than that of the leading edge (Whitney et al., 2003) . If this contrast reduction bias also held for moving dot patterns, we would expect that the greater contrast reduction produced by two juxtaposed trailing edges (as in the diverging pattern) would affect the discrimination threshold for the diverging pattern rather than induce a shift in its PSE. However, our present results showed similar discrimination thresholds and shifts in the PSE for both types of pattern, suggesting that the trailing edge account cannot explain the perceived contour displacement in Experiments 2 and 4.
General discussion
Possible effects of eye movements
It is possible that eye movements may have influenced the effects we measured, by producing movement of the retinal images of the kinetic contours. To consider the global properties of the display, in Experiments 1-3, one strip of moving dots lay above, the other below, the static fixation point, so that e.g. centripetal motion to left of the fixation point in the upper strip would be balanced by centripetal motion to its right in the lower strip (and vice versa for centrifugal motion). Thus there is no global asymmetry of motion signals which might prevent maintenance of fixation, and, on this view, if a drift of fixation did occur, both kinetic contours would move across the retina in the same direction, and so their perceived spatial relationship would not be affected by the eye movement. An alternative view is that the local area in centripetal motion between the fixation point and the kinetic contour in the diverging stimulus in Experiment 2 may have been more salient than the corresponding area in centrifugal motion, and so caused an eye movement away from the kinetic contour. That would increase the retinal distance between the contour in the diverging stimulus and the position of fixation, which is what our observers perceived. Of course, as noted above, it would also increase the retinal distance between fixation and the kinetic contour in the converging stimulus, but perhaps the salience of the local centripetal motion would attract more attention to the contour in the diverging stimulus. However, presumably the same explanation would have to be given for the perceived shifts in Experiment 1, which are in the opposite direction to those required by this account (centripetal motion between fixation and kinetic contour associated with a shift towards not away from fixation). Even with the assumptions required to lean towards an explanation based on eye movements, this does not give a consistent account of our data.
Directional anisotropy of motion sensitivity
Our results suggest that anisotropic sensitivities to different directions of motion have an effect on the perceived position of motion-defined contours when these are defined by unidirectional motion or opponent motions. This conclusion is consistent with previous research on motion-induced positional displacement. For instance, De Valois and De Valois (1991) found a larger perceived spatial displacement when the movement in their Gabor patches was towards or away from the fovea rather than when the movement was in a tangential direction. The larger bias found in the former condition may reflect the effect of a centripetal bias on perceived spatial displacement which is absent when the movement of the gratings was in a tangential direction. Using a different experimental paradigm, Kanai and co-workers (2004) found a larger flash-lag effect when the direction of a moving bar was centripetal than when it was centrifugal (Kanai et al., 2004) . Our results are consistent with the centripetal bias in this flash-lag effect.
The origin of the centripetal bias is uncertain. It might reflect the relative desensitization to expanding stimuli produced by predominantly forward human locomotion (Scott et al., 1966) , or (at least at small eccentricities), the need for greater precision in the visual guidance of hand movements towards fixated targets (Edwards & Badcock, 1993) . A third explanation emphasized the coexistence of multiple subsystems with different directional anisotropies within the visual system (Raymond, 1994) . Hence, a centripetal bias can co-exist with a centrifugal bias, but they subserve different functions. In particular, Raymond suggested that the motion subsystem with centripetal bias may play a role in judging object motion (in the opposite direction to the centrifugally moving background) in order to implement figure/background segmentation during forward locomotion, while another subsystem with centrifugal bias may serve other functions such as detecting background motion or maintaining postural balance. All three explanations suggest that the bias(es) may be stronger in the lower visual field, consistent with Previc's (1990) functional specification hypothesis to explain the performance difference between the lower and upper visual hemifields.
Possible mechanism for motion-induced displacement
How is an anisotropy in directional sensitivity translated into an apparent displacement of a kinetic edge? Motion-position illusions can be divided into two categories (Whitney, 2002) , depending on the source of the inducing motion signal. In one category, the source of inducing motion is the motion of the object itself. These illusions are generally explained by mechanisms such as motion extrapolation (Nijhawan, 1994) , latency difference (Whitney & Murakami, 1998) , temporal integration (Lappe & Krekelberg, 1998) and ''postdiction" (Eagleman & Sejnowski, 2000) . In the other category, the source of inducing motion is temporally or spatially separated from the displaced object, for example, the apparent displacement of a Gabor envelope containing drifting stripes (De Valois & De Valois, 1991; Whitney et al., 2003 or kinetic contours Ramachandran & Anstis, 1990 , and also the present study). In contrast to the first category of illusions, the object itself is physically stationary, and thus different mechanisms may underlie these illusions (Whitney, 2002) .
One characteristic of this second class of illusions is that the locations of stationary objects are mis-assigned 'in the direction of the nearest or predominant motion signals' (Whitney, 2002 ).
Our present results seem to provide a counter-example, since, in Experiment 2, the perceived displacement was in the opposite direction to the centripetal motion. Rather, it is as though the area occupied by centripetal motion expands perceptually at its trailing as well as at its leading edge. In other respects our effect appears to be similar to other examples of the second class of illusions, since, as in the study of Ramachandran and Anstis (1990) , luminance differences can inhibit the mis-assignment of local motion signals from the drifting dots to the stationary kinetic contours. This idea is supported by our finding that the contour displacement in Experiment 2 (0.46 deg) was larger than that in Experiment 1 (0.24 deg).
It is tempting to compare the perceptual expansion of the region of motion producing stronger signals with the phenomenon of irradiation, in which a lighter area expands perceptually into a darker area (Helmholtz, 1924 ). This appears not to be simply an optical effect. For example, it has been argued that there is a neural component in the irradiation effect underlying the Munsterberg illusion (Westheimer, 2007) . One explanation for the contour shift from opponent motions which we found is that it is a local phenomenon which depends only on the activity of neurons whose receptive fields respond either to centrifugal or centripetal motion at or close to the boundary between the two moving regions, and which overlap. Imagine two such receptive fields, one sensitive to centripetal, the other to centrifugal motion, whose centres are horizontally separated, but which overlap, stimulated by a vertical motion-defined border which fell exactly in the centre of the overlapping region. Each neuron would receive the same amounts of preferred and non-preferred directions of motion and, if they had similar gain, their firing rates would be similar. The visual system could compute the location of the boundary by comparing their firing rates. If the border moved horizontally in one direction the firing rate in one neuron would rise and that in the other fall. But suppose the gain of the neuron responding to centripetal motion were higher, and this was not taken into account in the computation. The signalled location of the boundary would be shifted towards the area of centrifugal motion, just as if it had been physically moved.
The implications of our results for vision in real-world scenes are not yet clear. They suggest that in certain circumstances the edges of objects seen in peripheral vision may be mis-localised during forward movement on foot or in a vehicle, and so lead to errors of navigation. Recently, Durant and Zanker (2008) showed that the precision of localization of motion-defined contours varies with the speed and direction of the moving dot fields defining the contour. It is uncertain how far the effects reported here will survive stimulus manipulations of the type used by Durant and Zanker, and so to what extent our results reflect a special case. In real scenes, contours are usually also defined by other stimulus attributes such as luminance and colour differences. It is already known that the addition of such cues can improve localization of a motion-defined contour (Rivest & Cavanagh, 1996) , but it is uncertain how far they can reduce or prevent the perceptual mis-localisations we report.
In conclusion, we have confirmed earlier reports that the edge of a field of drifting dots viewed in peripheral vision is displaced in the direction of drift, and that this effect is larger when the area on the other side of the border is filled with static dots and so its luminous energy is equal to that of the moving dots. This displacement does not depend on the field of dots being perceived as at a different distance from the background. A different effect is found when the a boundary is formed between two fields of dots moving in opposite directions, whose apparent location shifts when the boundary is viewed in peripheral vision. This effect appears to result from the centripetal bias described by others, and can be altered or reversed by varying the relative velocities of the fields of dots on either side of the boundary. It appears to result from the perceptual expansion of centripetal motion or regions of higher velocity, and can be explained by a local process, in which the activity of neurons whose receptive fields span the boundary is compared.
